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Photo: Brendan Church (Unsplash) Starting from a young age, most of us are questioning what we want to be when we grow up, as if we all have to have some special career goals that we have been working on for the rest of our lives. Unfortunately, it's a little more complicated than that. And unlike previous
generations, many people don't take jobs straight out of high school and college and then stick with it until retirement. We are encouraged to find our career path and follow it. Fine, but where do you even start? Here are some ideas. Think about what excites and energizes you This is the one first obvious step we all want
to enjoy and really like our career. (Perhaps the biggest sign you're on the wrong track if you're afraid to talk about your job.) While passion is not the only requirement for content in your career, many will say that it is still important, if only because passion is what keeps you going even through difficult times. You can also
ask yourself if there is a job you would be free of charge. We would like to say that people need to find their passion to experience success in their careers and,... Read more But also keep in mind that you're good atPhoto: Sabri Tuzcu ((Unsplash) Maybe you don't feel passionate about any particular career, or you love
a few areas, and can't make a decision on just one thing. what you're tips for. Acting is hard work. Not because of believably emoting on camera, challenging like this. Acting... Read moreTake testWell, do you say that if you don't know what you're good at or even what you're interested in? Career assessment tests in
college or even high school help narrow the field (perhaps with the Myers-Briggs personality index... but take that with a grain of salt), but if it's been a while since you took these tests, there are other types of assessment tests you can take. This one of Rasmussen College fits your self-reported skills and interests with
potential jobs. (And they also have a wage and job growth interactive chart.) For potential programmers, Switch recommends a coding career based on your preferences. About.com in job search the site has a collection of other career tests. You can also find a career that fits your motivational focus with this score test.
And while these tests may be useful, they don't be-all-end-all your career. I'm ISFP, according to the test I took this morning. Or going one by one I took years ago, INFP MoreTrie internshipPhoto: Dylan Gillis ( (Unsplash) If you have When it comes to salary, internships can be a great way to check an industry or type of
career, and end up getting a full-time job (especially if you do you no prior experience). Even if it doesn't turn into a job or you learn that this is the wrong career for you, an internship can help build your network from which you can get career and job tips. (Not all internships are just about picking up coffee. For example,
Google internships, while hard to find, put you to a real job.) The choice between a low-paid internship that really excites you and a more stable job that doesn't... Read moreFind mentorA mentor can help you take your career to the next level and give you insider insight to help you make sure you are on the right track.
Here's how to ask someone to be your mentor. Once you have provided a mentor, take advantage of everything they are willing to offer, including advice, communication and answering questions about the industry. If there is a career you are interested in, you can also check if any company or people in this line of work
will allow you to shadow them for a few days to see what it really likes. Having a mentor is a good way to move your career forward, but at their core is not ... MoreExamined Unconventional CareerPhoto: Becca McHaffie ((Unsplash) We All Know Popular careers are available for us-doctor, lawyer, teacher, computer
engineer, policeman, shop owner, etc. If you feel uninsved by a typical choice, know that there are thousands of unusual jobs that you may not have heard of, hidden, perhaps in the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Professional Handbook.MoneyWise has a list of 41 dream jobs that pay well (toy maker! Mystery buyer!) ,
Thrillist highlights another 17 (luxury bed testers?!), and Chron lists a few others. Ask other peoplePerhaps is the best way to discover a new career, to ask other people about them, assuming that you come into contact with people who don't all work in the same field. Your LinkedIn network (or other social networks, but
especially LinkedIn) can be a good place to start mining information. Also, don't forget that the local library's reference librarian can point you to career resources. There are libraries where you can take dolls, tools, telescopes, framed art, tie... Read more And in the G'P'V formula the ideal career for you is likely to match
the G'P-V formula, which means Gifts and Passion and Values. Think about your strengths and passions, as we have already noted above, and your values - what is beyond discussion of how you work? If you've been in the job market for a while or you're a recent hailstorm, you're probably facing... Read moreMake
career planAs with most things your career will win if you have goals and a plan accordingly. be, you think you want to be a writer, but the next step after that is editing. (Do you really want to do that?) Or maybe you want to go from editor to restaurant owner. (How are you going to get there?) Map where you want to go,
with specific steps, as if it were a four-step project. We've all heard this before: You're lucky you have a job. But just because you have one not ... Read moreSee your career as a set of steps rather than a linear pathPhoto: James Forbes ( (Unsplash) Of course, all these plans and ideas will never be set in stone. More
than anything, remember that your career is a marathon rather than a sprint, and it can prove to be a very winding road indeed, knitted together from all your experiences, hopefully a career worth having. Indexed Annuity Leadership Council , which represents five major insurers that sell index annuities, surveyed more
than 3,000 people, including about 600 who have already retired. Their answers to this question are insightful - a lot is not applicable and none of these answers to questions about when people plan to quit their jobs and whether they are saving for retirement. Jim Pullman, the council's executive director, said he believes
the reason that so many responses weren't convincing stems from the general confusion many people feel about retirement. I think retirement generally frustrates people, Pullman says. People think: I don't know what's going to happen, so I'm going to answer none of the above. One clear conclusion of the study was



that nearly two-thirds of those 55 and older said they planned to work over the age of 67 for financial reasons. 'I don't know if it's a function of the economy or if people just aren't saving properly, but that's a large percentage of people planning to work for a long time. I think it's unfortunate and demonstrates the need for
better planning, Says Pullman. A retirement plan rather than a work foreverPoolman believes that the best course of action for people unsure of their ability to retire comfortably - or at all - is to find a professional consultant to help them make a plan. If you're not willing to do so, he says, the second best approach is to find
free online calculators like the ones available on Bankrate.com. Connect your rooms and see where you stand. Even if you're not willing to sit down with a financial adviser because you feel like you're going to be sold something, then at least do some planning on your own to figure out what you need, be able to retire so
you don't have to work forever, says Pullman. Pullman, 44, has considerable experience as a public servant. He's a former ex. A Dakota state legislator, and the state's former insurance commissioner. He believes the best thing the government can do is to help people start their way to savvy financial planning long
before they are old enough to even think about retirement. When schools add financial literacy to the curriculum, it leads to increased awareness. When people understand the value of compound interest and the value of time money, then they know what is possible and they understand the importance of saving. If we
could convince people to start saving between the ages of 20 and 30 - just $100 a month, one evening - that would make a huge difference in their pension security, says Pullman. Should I consider index annuities? Home The Outdoor Garden Family Handyman Plan and build a dry laid natural stone steps and path
using flat flagpoles for treads and thicker blocks matching stone for strut. According to DIY family expert Handyman MagazineYou can also sniff: TBDTime A Few DaysComplexity IntermediateCost $501-1000Step 1: OverviewStonework doesn't have to be complicated or require special masonry skills. In most regions,
you can buy flat flagpoles that you can easily lay for paths and stack for solid stairs. We'll show you how to plan, lay out and build a set of natural stone steps using flat flagpoles for tread and solid stone blocks, called stone, for a riser. Our steps are built on a gradual slope, but by changing the size of the riser and tread,
you can build them on the slopes as steep as about 40 degrees. Rusty steps like these are well suited to informal garden paths like ours, but we don't recommend them for entry or other steps that get heavy daily use. In addition to basic garden tools, leather gloves and carpenter level, you will need several special tools
to break and move the stone. Buy a 4-pound maul (Photo 7) chip and break a stone. If you have to cut a few stones, buy a dry cut diamond blade available at home centers. To move a stone, rent or buy a two-wheeled trolley with large wheels. Step 2: Stone steps should not be exactPhoto 1: Lay out stepsOutline steps
with spray paint and drive bets at the top and bottom. I'll tie the level line to the stakes. Measure the total mileage between bets and the overall rise from ground to level line. Calculate the length of each tread (see Pic. A and text) and mark them with paint. Figure A: Steep slopeFor steep slope make the climb higher, and
treads already. Note: You can download and print a larger version of Figure B from the additional information below. Figure B: Gentle slope lower ascent and wider treads for a gentle slope. You can download and print a larger version of Figure A from the additional information below. Make a rough sketch of your steps
plans, including the approximate number of costs and any any walls that you may have to build. Start by measuring the total horizontal distance the ladder will travel along the level line (Photo 1). It's called running stairs. Then measure down from this level line to determine the total vertical distance, or ascent. Your goal
is to come to a set of comfortable steps with climbs of 6 to 8 inches and treads at least 12 inches deep. First find out how many steps you need to climb. Gentle slopes like ours require short risers and long treads, while steep slopes require higher risers (maximum 8 inches and short treads). If your hill has both steep and
gentle slopes, break it down into sections and calculate the pitch layout separately for each area (Figure A). Divide the total growth by about 6 inches for shallow slopes, up to a maximum of 8 inches for steep slopes to come to an approximate number of risers. In our case the total growth was 29 inches split by 6 gave
4.83, which we rounded up to 5 strut. Subtract 1 of the risers to determine the number of treads. Then divide the total mileage by this number to arrive at the depth of each tread. We shared a total mileage of 145 inches by 4 treads to arrive at a tread depth of just over 36 inches using this information to mark the location
of each stair lift on the ground with paint. There's no right to make a mistake when you build wooden steps, but luckily you can cheat a bit on these rustic stone steps. You'll still have to calculate the height of each riser and the depth of the tread, but if you're off by an inch when you reach the top, it's not hard to adjust the
level or slope of the landing to make your score. If your itinerary includes a space where the class levels, make this place a small living room (lead photo). Step 3: Buying a stoneA visit to your local stone supplier is the quickest way to find out what types, sizes and shapes of stone are available in your area. Look for flat
stones called 2 to 3 inch thick flagpoles to use them to tread. Our limestone, but you may find that a different type of stone is more affordable. You'll need 6 to 8 in thick stone blocks, called Wallstone, for struke (Photo 2). Follow our instructions to find out the height of the rise (Photo 1). Then select wallstones of this
height to use for your risers. Try to find flagpoles of consistent thickness. This will make it easier to keep the stone steps all the same height. Since a stone is usually sold by a ton, and the amount of square feet a ton will cover depends on the thickness of the stone, figuring out the quantities is best left to someone with
experience selling natural stone. Notice the dimensions on the sketch and take it with 1.5 to order the stone. Order about 15 percent to provide more forms to choose from and avoid having to pay for second delivery. You won't have trouble finding For extra stone. Our project required about 3 tons of stone for tread and
planting and another 2-1/2 tons for the riser and wall. In addition to the stone, order 1 ton of shredded gravel with a unit of 3/4 inch and less to align treads and risers (Photo 3 and 4). Step 4: Start with RisersPhoto 2: Set the first stone risers deeper Thano trench for the first stone risers. Plan to leave enough standing
stone exposed so the pitch will be at the right height when you install the stone tread on top. Photo 3: Level risers strut stones by removing soil or adding gravel as needed. Set the distance from the ground (or future path) to the top of the first riser the stone is equal to the size of the riser less than the thickness of the
tread. Photo 4: Excavate the first tread and the second riserDig straight back, level with the top of the first stone riser, up to 10 inches over the mark for the second riser. Set the next stone riser to the distance from the dug ground to the top of the stone equals your riser height. Adjust the height of the rise by burying
some stone or adding gravel underneath. Level on top. Photo 5: Use a heavy stone truck With heavy flagpoles, tipping them over at the end and rocking them on a two-wheeled trolley. Keep your back straight and lift your legs. Photo 6: Place a treadarrange large flagpoles to hang the lower riser about 2 inches Remove
the soil or tamp gravel in low areas to level the tops of the stones. Leave gaps between the stones up to 2 inches wide. Photo 7: Trim cornersTrim stones for the best fit, chipped away at protruding pieces with a heavy maul. Wear goggles. Photo 8: Shim treadsShim unstable flagpole treads with stone chips. Tip tread the
stone to the side and glue the stone shell onto the risers with polyurethane glue design. With tricky planning aside, you're ready to dig in and start building steps. Spread some of the stone, so you'll have a lot of shapes to choose from. Then build one step at a time, starting from the bottom and running your way up.
Photos 2 - 11 show how. The first step is the hardest thing to build. After that you just repeat the process until you reach the top. Install the first risers in place (Photos 2 and 3). Don't forget to bury it a few inches, so that the first risers won't be too high. Now use the top surface of this struck stone to guide the shovel as
you dig straight back into the hill to make a level spot for the first tread and the second struat. Don't forget to dig up all the soda. When the first two risers are in place, you are ready to install the stones for the first tread. Choose large stones to hang the struck (Photo 9). Being overweight will keep them from tipping over.
Then fill them with smaller stones. For a safe set it is important to keep all risers of the same height. Compensation for variations in the flagpole flagpole by adjusting the height of the rise. If the stone you choose to tread is very thick, say 3 inches, not 2 inches.-bury the riser an extra inch, so the overall growth will be
consistent. The same goes for keeping the upper surface of the tread even. Put a little gravel under the thin stones to lift them, or excavate under stones that are too thick. If the stone tips or stones when you step on it, shell it with stone chips (Photo 8). Do not add gravel and remove the soil until your move is correct.
Then let's move on to the next one. To avoid moving the stones more than necessary, we found it useful to organize stones in the shape of treads near the stone heap, and then move the pieces to their permanent place on the steps. Step 5: Mix the steps in LandscapePhoto 9: Mix the yard in stepsCut 16-square-metre
from December out next to the steps with a flat blade shovel and lift them. Remove enough soil to bend over and mix the surrounding yard into new steps. Replace the sond and water it. Photo 10: Add a retaining wall to make a small retaining wall, stacking small stones and filling them with dirt. Stagger the joints and
step each layer back a couple of inches from one below. Photo 11: Fill the gaps between the cracks of StonesFill with a 50/50 mixture of soil and compost, and plant creeping dirt cover such as thyme in large spaces. The chipping up the mountain will leave bare ledges of soil along the edge of each tread. You can either
remove the soil to tip the surrounding landscape down to the steps or add stones along the edge to preserve the soil. Photo 9 shows how to cut the sond and re-barrage the soil. On three steps leading from the landing to the top of the hill, we buried the tombstone along the edge to contain the mud (Photo 10 and lead
photo). Filling the cracks between the stones is the final step in the project. The experts we interviewed had different opinions about the best material to use. The sand is easy, but it will wash. Pea gravel looks good, but tends to fall out and get underfoot and it's like walking on a ball bearing. We settled on a 50/50
mixture of compost and soil. It is easily packed into the cracks and looks natural. And if you want, you can plant a sturdy creeping dirt cover, like creeping thyme, in large spaces. Also, looking great, it will fill in the gaps to keep out of this and keep the soil in place. You will probably go through the project without having to
cut any stone. But if you need an accurate fit or just can't find the right shape, cutting is an option. Buy a diamond blade to match your circular saw. Place the stone in pencil. Set the abrasive blade to cut about 1/2 inch deep and seen along the line. Increase the depth step in and make repeated cuts until you have sawed
at least halfway through the stone. Directly the flow of water from the garden sprayer on the blade, as you saw to dust and cool the blade. Flip the stone and gently press along the cutting line with a heavy hammer until it breaks. Warning: Connect the saw to a GFCI-protected outlet or a special GFCI portable plug.
Cutting the flagpole. Break on the cutting line. More informationRepresected tools for this project have the necessary tools for this DIY project lined up before you start- you'll save time and frustration. A circular sawdust maskLevelLine levelSafety glassesSpadeTape measureWheelbarrow you will also need a 4 pound
mole, a diamond blade for a circular saw, a trolley for moving stones and a shovel. Necessary materials for this project Avoid last-minute shopping trips, having all your materials ready in advance. Here's the list.2-in. - 3-in-thick flagpole50/50 mix of soil and compost6-in. - 8-in-thick wallstonePolyurethane glue glue
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